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Your Benefits

• Longitudinal plasma set including 6 blood draws

• Comprehensive matching clinical data including therapy and clinical outcome

(~32–45 data points)

• Numerous cancer entities and therapies including immune checkpoint inhibitors and

immune modulators

• Large selection of patients (20,000 and counting)

• Collection in Streck Cell-free DNA BCT® stabilizes cells, which lowers cfDNA background

• State-of-the-art plasma isolation according to ISO-certified protocol

• Complete patient consent for targeted genome analysis

Product Profile 

Liquid Biopsy
(Longitudinal Cell-free Plasma)
Overview

Indivumed Services allows molecular insight by providing quick access to longitudinal plasma from 

cancer patients that have undergone treatment. In collaboration with a continuously expanding 

oncology network, we have established a unique high quality cell-free plasma biobank that is 

exclusively focused on collecting longitudinal whole blood samples from cancer patients. Circulating 

tumor DNA (ctDNA) can then be isolated from longitudinal cell-free plasma to allow for monitoring 

of disease progression by providing diagnostic and prognostic information potentially in real-time. 

The “Indivumed Services Standard for Biobanking” is firmly established and acknowledged as 

synonymous with unparalleled quality. We are globally recognized and trusted as setting the highest 

level for biospecimen and clinical data collection.
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Preparation of Cell-Free Plasma from Whole Blood

Whole blood samples are collected in Streck Cell-free DNA BCT® and 

processed within 24–72 hours. Streck tubes stabilize cells to prevent 

further release of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) thereby lowering cfDNA 

background levels to achieve a stronger signal of ctDNA. Plasma is isolated 

from blood samples via two sequential centrifugation steps to ensure 

cell-free plasma. All steps are performed at room temperature including 

storage, sample transport from the oncology clinic to Indivumed Services 

lab, and plasma aliquot preparation.

Applications of Longitudinal Plasma Derived ctDNA in Oncology

• Longitudinal surveillance of clonal evolution

• Screening and early detection

• Patient stratification

• Monitor treatment response

• Assess residual disease

• Identify resistance mutations

• Therapeutic decision-making

• Analyze spatial/temporal tumor heterogeneity

• Detect molecular remission

Types of Therapies

• EGFR inhibitors

• Hormone therapy

• Immune checkpoint inhibitors

• Immune modulators

• Monoclonal antibodies

• Proteasome inhibitors

• Protein kinase inhibitors

• VEGF inhibitors

• Chemotherapy

Clinical Dataset

• General patient data

• Current disease

• Cancer classification

• Therapy

• Information on therapy response 

and clinical outcome

Analyzed Using NGS
Attributes of ctDNA That Can Be Quantitatively

  

Tumor-specific genetic and epigenetic
alterations

Mutation of oncogenes and tumor
suppressor genes

DNA microsatellite instability

Loss of heterozygosity (LOH)

Tumor marker identification

Hypermethylation of gene promoters

Mutation of mitochondrial DNA

Allele frequency (AF)

Single nucleotide variants (SNV)

Copy number variations (CNV)

 

 

Ovary
Prostate
Kidney
Bladder

Lymphoma 
Leukemia

 Multiple Myeloma 
& Plasmocytoma

Breast
Lung

Esophagus
Stomach
Small intestine 
Colon/Rectum
Pancreas
Liver

 Soft Tissue

Skin

Brain

Cancer Entities

Head and Neck

Continuously expanding, ask us for your cancer type of interest
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Fully-Controlled and Standardized Longitudinal Collection of Plasma Samples and Corresponding Treatment

Data for Circulating Nucleic Acid Analysis

Longitudinal Plasma Sample Collection

Drug therapy
begins

Clinical data
at Oncology

Clinic

Linked to
Indivumed Service's

Clinical Database

Blood  
draw T0

4–12 weeks interval between each sample

Blood
draw T1

Blood
draw T2

Blood
draw T3

Blood
draw T4

Blood
draw T5

During treatmentBefore treatment
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About Indivumed Services
Indivumed Services, a Crown Bioscience Company, is a global contract 

research organization (CRO) that offers an industry-leading oncology 

biobank and a range of service platforms to advance oncology and 

immuno-oncology drug discovery and development. 

Holding a unique biobank of clinical specimens, unrivalled in quality 

and associated clinical history, which currently totals almost one million 

patient samples, the company partners with extensive clinical network 

of more than 60 entities in the United States, Europe, and Asia providing 

direct and controlled access to relevant surgical biospecimens and blood 

samples. 

Further known for their enhanced immunohistochemistry and spatial 

transcriptomics, Indivumed Services’ platforms complement a range of 

established Crown Bioscience capabilities supporting biomarker discovery.

Contact

Europe   Tel.: +49 40 69 63 572 0

North America  Tel.: +1 (301) 228 9739

Email   IndivumedServices@crownbio.com

  www.IndivumedServices.com


